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Abstract: Novichok-like or fourth-generation agents (FGAs) are chemical warfare agents (CWAs)
which have been gaining attention since their use in assassination attempts on Sergei Skripal and
Alexei Navalny. Due to their physicochemical properties, these substances are difficult to detect
by implemented technologies, resulting in massive response efforts if their occurrence is suspected
in a civilian environment. In this work, an approach is presented that uses handheld forensic
light sources to visually detect surfaces contaminated with Novichok. More than 100 different
wavelength combinations were applied to seven substances chosen to represent the newly listed
schedule 1 subgroups in the Annex on Chemicals of the Chemical Weapons Convention. One
waveband was identified as promising, which allowed the optical detection of all tested substances.
Several surfaces, which could be affected in case of a possible attack using novichok-like nerve
agents, were also successfully evaluated. The proposed procedure could be implemented for CBRN
responders and security agencies to significantly reduce response efforts, thereby diminishing the
overall threat posed by this group of chemicals (FGAs). This procedure was also extended to
carbamates and CWAs.

Keywords: fourth-generation agents; novichok; crime-lite; forensic light source; optical detection;
contamination; CWC

1. Introduction

The development and existence of Novichok agents (Russian for newcomer) have
been an ongoing discussion since the first publication of their existence in 1995 by Mirza-
yanov [1]. These substances again gained some attention from 2007–2010 [2–4] in the
scientific community. More than 100 different substances have been referred to the Novi-
chok category. The only undisputed information is that the FGAs function by inhibiting the
enzyme acetylcholinesterase, therefore classifying them as nerve agents. However, with
the first documented use in 2018 in Salisbury to target Sergei Skripal, these agents became
famous, also in the mainstream media [5]. However, accurate, reliable data on Novichoks
is still lacking, posing challenges for incident responses [6].

Various synonyms are used for Novichoks, like Fourth-Generation Agents (FGAs) or
A-Agents. Some of these agents are now subject to the CWC (Chemical Weapons Conven-
tion) [7]: After two decisions [8,9] of the Conference of State Parties in November 2019, the
Director-General of the OPCW (Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons)
notified all State Parties and the Depository of the approval by the Conference regarding
the changes to the Annex on Chemicals in December 2019. Pursuant to subparagraph 5(g)
of Article XV of the CWC, these changes to the Annex on Chemicals entered into force
180 days after the date of this notification by the Director-General, that was, on 7 June 2020.
In addition, the Technical Secretariat of the OPCW sent out a note with the consolidated
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text of the changes to Schedule 1 of the Annex on chemicals to the Chemical Weapons
Convention [10].

Since the Skripal incident, a Novichok agent again was used against the Russian
dissident Alexei Navalny. The results of the analysis of biomedical samples conducted
by the OPCW-designated laboratories demonstrated that Mr. Navalny was exposed to a
toxic chemical with similar structural characteristics as the newly listed agents belonging
to schedules 1.A.14 and 1.A.15 of the CWC [11].

Originally chemical warfare agents (CWAs) were developed to change the course of the
war and bring momentum to the stalemate in trench warfare during WWI. However, already
before the emergence of Novichok-like agents, CWAs had been used as assassination
tools (also VX) [12–15]. Thereby CBRN incidents emerge as a new challenge for forensic
applications. Some programs have been established to address forensic issues in the CBRN
environment, aiming to increase either forensic awareness for CBRN responders or CBRN
awareness for forensic specialists [16–20].

The FGAs are especially tricky because of their low vapor pressure and their high
boiling points; gas phase detection is very difficult [21]. Contrary to G-agents (e.g., Tabun,
Sarin, or Soman) which primarily function via inhalation, FGAs and also VX are primarily
toxic when contaminating the skin, even in minimal doses (milligrams) [22]. However,
CWA detection is mainly based on gas phase detection.

Several manufacturers of CWA detectors are already training to adopt their instru-
ments for FGA detection. These approaches mainly focus on heating up samples so that
the target is transferred in a gas/vapor phase and becomes detectable. This, however, has
to be done by extracting the area/surface of interest bit by bit. Another approach would be
enzyme-based detection of such agents using their AChE-blocking characteristics [23].

Several more sophisticated technologies like mass spectrometry, UV-, IR- or Raman-
spectroscopy could be used to analyze and confirm the presence of FGAs. However, they
are of limited use to Responders, as they do not allow direct identification of possible
contamination spots due to sensitivity limitations of handheld equipment and therefore
require a sampling step. Another major issue is the availability of spectroscopic information
on FGAs. Even though FGAs have been added to the CWC, so far only theoretically
simulated IR- and Raman-spectra are available in the literature [24,25].

The Salisbury incident, where Sergei Skripal was targeted, shows the impact of conven-
tional detection. Since gas detectors were not applicable other means were implemented,
resulting in a much higher workload and time demand. Countless working hours in
protective equipment had to be performed. Enzyme-based detection and decontamination
approaches were developed and implemented over a period of three months [26,27]. Since
the agents were released in a civilian environment, most reliability had to be achieved
before releasing the affected areas to the public again.

The use of FGAs in the last five years has demonstrated that certain actors have no
constraints against the use of CWAs in public areas. Therefore, the need arises for quick,
reliable, and non-invasive ways to detect FGAs in an urban environment.

Portable forensic light sources have been in use for decades to assess biological traces
at crime scenes [28]. Developments in LED and laser technology have increased sensitivity,
selectivity, portability, and wavelength range accessible in the field [29], thereby enabling
its use for other traces, substances, or materials [30–32].

In this work, a technical approach is introduced to detect FGAs and surfaces con-
taminated with FGAs by using handheld forensic light sources, avoiding any cross-
contamination compared to spraying systems. The tests were carried out with real FGA
substances rather than simulants.

2. Materials and Methods

All experiments were carried out with live agents and were set up in a lab environment
with multiple safety and security mechanisms. To reduce ambient light interference, all
tests were performed in the dark, with windows shaded and lights turned off.
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2.1. Instrumentation

Three different forensic light sources, all manufactured by foster + freeman, Evesham,
UK, were used to test for FGA response:

• Crime-Lite X10 (CL-X10), LED-based forensic light source with ten different LEDs; up
to three can be used at the same time (Table 1)

• Crime-Lite AUTO (CL-AUTO), a digital camera equipped with LEDs and filters with
ten LEDs; up to two can be used at the same time (serial number 1245-22129, software
version: 1.1.20.919–Table 1)

• Crime-Lite Laser, a laser-based forensic light source in blue and green (Table 2)

CL-X10 was specifically chosen for the experiments because comparable forensic light
sources can be used with only one wavelength at a time, whereas the CL-X10 allows the
combination of up to three LEDs.

To observe the results from CL-X10 and CL-Laser, the digital camera of the CL-AUTO
was used. The light sources were fixed orthogonal to the test surfaces at a distance of 30 cm.

Table 1. LED sources used in CL-X10 and CL-AUTO with emission wavelength and respective filters.

Nominal Wavelength [nm]
Filter

Bandwidth Peak Emission

UV 350–380 365 UV BLOCK

purple 395–425 410 GG455

blue 420–470 445 GG495

blue-green 445–510 475 OG550

green 480–560 520 OG590

orange 570–610 590 RG645

red 600–660 640

none
IR 800–900 860

white (warm) colour temperature ~3.500 K

white (cold) colour temperature ~5.700 K

Table 2. Light sources used in CL-Laser with emission wavelength and respective filters.

Nominal Wavelength [nm]
Filter

Bandwidth Peak Emission

blue 445–449 447 GG495

green 518–522 520 OG570

2.2. Consumables

CWAs were provided by Spiez Laboratory (Spiez, Switzerland) and were of the highest
available quality (92 to 98%) (Table 3). At least one representative was available for each
new CWC schedule (1.A.13 to 1.A.16) [10], including A-230, A-232, and A-242. Nitrogen
mustard (HN-3—schedule 1.A.06) was added to the studied substances as well as FGA
similar unscheduled substances.

For interference tests, water, ethylene glycol, acetone, chlorobenzene, talcum powder,
Sterisol®(ethanolic disinfectant in gel and liquid form; Sterisol, Vadstena, Sweeden), and
decontamination solution (NaOH-PEG-DCN-solution) based on sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
and polyethylene glycol (PEG) were used.
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Table 3. CWAs used for emission tests, and purity determined in-house by NMR and GC.

CWA Structure Formula CAS-Nr CWC Schedule Purity [%]

HN-3
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Surface materials were provided by Spiez Laboratory. Blue and white colored paper 
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shows a normal white light picture of the droplets. They could be seen by the naked eye. 
However, there is no way to discern them from water or other colorless liquid substances. 
The second line shows the interaction of the substances with blue light (445 nm peak emis-
sion). HN-3, substances 2 and 3 show excitation behavior, and all other investigated sub-
stances show illumination behavior. This condition works for blue and white paper sur-
faces. When adding UV (365 nm peak emission) to the blue light, displayed in line 3, the 
background interaction of the white paper surface reduces the contrast considerably, mak-
ing it close to impossible to discern the target material from the background. For the blue 
paper surface, the addition of UV light has a negative effect on the visibility of the con-
taminated areas. 
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were transferred to anodized metal plates, a plastic light switch and plug housing, and blue
nitrile gloves.

The substances (10 µL each) were deposited by pipette on the surface in the numerical
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ten singular LED lamps and combinations of up to three at the same time) in a dark room.
The following effects were recognized while observing each waveband with its respective
filter (Tables 1 and 2):

• No light—no visibility of the target surface due to filter cut-off and/or dark conditions
• No interaction—no change in observation between normal ambient light and LED

exposure
• Illumination—the respective substance is observed in a different color contrast than

under ambient light conditions
• Excitation—fluorescence effects as a result of LED exposure

For wavebands investigated by combining two or more LEDs, the filter intended for
the highest used waveband was always chosen.

The results of the “proof of concept” tests are displayed in Figure 1. The first line
shows a normal white light picture of the droplets. They could be seen by the naked eye.
However, there is no way to discern them from water or other colorless liquid substances.
The second line shows the interaction of the substances with blue light (445 nm peak
emission). HN-3, substances 2 and 3 show excitation behavior, and all other investigated
substances show illumination behavior. This condition works for blue and white paper
surfaces. When adding UV (365 nm peak emission) to the blue light, displayed in line 3,
the background interaction of the white paper surface reduces the contrast considerably,
making it close to impossible to discern the target material from the background. For the
blue paper surface, the addition of UV light has a negative effect on the visibility of the
contaminated areas.
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Bluegreen light (475 nm peak emission) again shows excitation-like interaction for
HN-3 and substance 3, as well as comparable contrast results for the white paper surface as
shown for blue light. For the dark surface, however, A-230 and substance 1 were hardly
visible, and A-232 and substance 4 were only slightly visible. With green light (520 nm peak
emission) for the white paper surface, the same results were achieved as with blue-green
light, whereas for the blue paper surface, only HN-3 and substance 3 were clearly visible.

In this setting, no useful optical effects have been observed for the other lamps/lamp
combinations.

Besides HN-3, other CWAs (Tabun, Sarin, Soman, Cyclosarin, Sulphur Mustard,
Lewisite, and VX) were also investigated but displayed no illumination behavior.

3.2. Bulk Tests

Derived from the Salisbury incident, information on the dangerousness of closed
containers (like perfume bottles) is of particular interest. Therefore, this approach should
be viable to investigate the interior of transparent housings without the need to open
them. The selected substances were analyzed in their respective storage containers, in
this case, narrow neck glass vials with volumes from 1 to 2 mL. The results are shown in
Figure 2. Excitation behavior was observed for A-232 and substance 3, as well as substances
1 and A-242. The other substances showed illumination behavior with A-234 giving the
least response.
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(top) and blue light, peak emission 445, filter GG495 (bottom), pictures taken by CL-AUTO.

3.3. Surface Tests

Two surfaces were considered to apply FGAs in our study. One is metal, such as that
used in doorknobs, door handles, garden gates, etc., and the other is plastic, processed as
light switches, power plugs, or toilet seats. All these examples are objects which need to be
touched to utilize them, and in a household environment, this contact will primarily be by
unprotected skin.

Anodized metal plates, as well as light switches and plug sockets, were used as target
materials. Again, single droplets (10 µL) were applied. To investigate cross-sensitivity
to other liquid substances, some laboratory solvents, disinfectants, and some which are
likely to occur in a household environment, were added. No excitation or illumination
behavior was observed for those substances. The results are displayed in Figure 3. Again,
the blue light (445 nm peak emission) yielded the best results from all applied wavebands.
All investigated FGA substances showed excitation or illumination performance, while
none of the other liquids did. Long bandwidth wavebands (orange, red, and IR) showed
improved depth perception for the three-dimensional droplet shapes. These wavebands
can be used to discover liquids or stains present on a substrate as long as they show edges
at the surface-droplet boundary. This phenomenon is already widely used (e.g., for glasses
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and goggles for skiing during foggy conditions) [33]. All other wavebands yielded less
useful results.
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The same procedure was performed with plastic material originating from a light
switch socket and a plug socket. On these surfaces, similar results were obtained (Figure 4).
All FGAs were observed with the blue LED waveband. The substrate ethylene glycol
showed a different performance, with a darkened spot in the middle of the droplet and a
light ring encircling the droplet boundary. The water droplet on the plug socket was also
observed as a dark spot in blue light. Even though two interferences showed a detection
result with the approach, both were distinctively different from the FGAs and are easily
distinguishable for well-trained and experienced people.

To further increase confidence in the approach, some tests were performed to evaluate
the assessment of illumination and excitation effects without knowing which substances
have been applied. For these tests, besides the metal plate, a nitrile glove as a new surface
as well as two new substances were investigated: NaOH-PEG-DCN-solution and talcum
powder. These substances were introduced to further challenge the assessment by introduc-
ing unknown effects for the evaluator. The nitrile glove was chosen as a target to examine
possible applications to check for cross-contamination of hot-zone personnel. Since blue
light emission has been showing the most promising results, a blue glove was utilized
to inquire about potential interfering effects. Investigations were performed under the
same conditions as the previous experiments, with one person applying the substances to
the surfaces and another person using the light source and evaluating the results without
knowing the applied substances and positions.
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Figure 4. Light switch sockets (left) and plug sockets (right) with applied droplets (10 µL) illuminated
in white light (top) and blue light, peak emission 445, filter GG495 (bottom) with CL-X10, pictures
taken by CL-AUTO.

With the metal surface, the results previously obtained were confirmed. All FGA
substances were visually detected, with A-234 giving only a weak signal. One substance
was recognized as excited, however, with a different appearance than previous observations.
This substance was the NaOH-PEG-DCN-solution which gave a response appearing as a
dot of the droplet center and a line encircling the droplet boundary. Comparing these results
to the plastic surface observations, there is a similarity to the ethylene glycol response. Still,
it is easily distinguishable from the FGA spots. Results are displayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Contaminated anodized metal surface with applied droplets (10 µL) illuminated in white
light (top) and blue light, peak emission 445, filter GG495 (bottom) with CL-X10, substances used for
contamination were unknown to the operator performing the detection analysis, pictures taken by
CL-AUTO.

This test was again performed with a nitrile glove as substrate. The blue color of the
glove was chosen especially to investigate any blue light absorption phenomena. This time
only two out of four deposited FGAs and the NaOH-PEG-DCN-solution were detected.
Substance 4 and A-234 were not showing any excitation or illumination behavior at all.
Both these substances, which were clearly observable on the other substrates, could not be
detected on the blue nitrile glove. Results are displayed in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Contaminated nitrile glove illuminated in white light (top) and blue light, peak emission
445, filter GG495 (bottom) with CL-X10, substances used for contamination were unknown to the
operator performing the detection analysis, A-234 (dotted line) was not recognized by the operator,
pictures taken by CL-AUTO.

3.4. Excitation by Laser Sources

Currently, only two emission sources (blue and green) are available on a laser basis
which were both investigated. The blue light laser (447 nm peak emission) gives a similar
response to blue LED emission, whereas the green laser (520 nm peak emission) is not
suitable for most substances. All results achieved by the blue LED could be replicated with
a blue CL-Laser.

4. Discussion

This approach is not intended to be a stand-alone identification procedure but an assis-
tance method for on-site detection, enabling a fast visualization of possible contaminated
spots of FGAs with an adequate confidence level. Instead of examining suspect surfaces
square by square involving work-intensive and time-demanding sampling and analysis
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in CBRN-protective equipment, this approach could be used to screen areas easily and
rapidly. Such screening could also be utilized by security personnel to scan surfaces prior
to the arrival of the potentially targeted subject as a preventive method, similar to a taster
for ingestion.

In contrast to conventional CBRN detection approaches using gas monitors, this
approach is not limited by the compound’s chemical vapor pressure and, therefore, is also
not limited to the ambient temperature. It can be used as fast as a torch light, covering
large surface areas in little time. Ambient light conditions, however, are a limiting factor.
Under direct sunlight or general bright conditions, the illumination and excitation effects
will not be observable. For now, the approach is limited to scenarios with adjustable light
conditions (indoors, using tents or other means to shade) or dark environment settings
(outdoors, during twilight, or nighttime).

4.1. Proof of Concept

Based on our results, no stringent explanation for the observed light interaction
behavior could be found. The best results were achieved under blue light conditions.

All compounds consist of at least one nitrogen atom, which possibly contributes free
electron pairs, but the bonding partners are quite different. All substances other than HN-3
contain at least a moiety that could introduce auxochromic effects. For substance 3, the
carbamate structure is based on an aromatic heterocyclic part. The P(O)N= arrangement is
present in the organophosphate compounds. Nevertheless, we observed that HN-3 and
substance 3 showed the best response of all investigated substances. Despite the high
purity of the substances used, our tests cannot exclude that one or more impurities present
are responsible for the effects. To further investigate the interaction mechanism, the specific
emission wavelengths have to be determined.

4.2. Bulk Tests

As long as the emitted light can enter and exit a transparent container without being
absorbed or reflected, the methodology can be applied. Thereby, a fast screening of such
suspected containers can be achieved to visually identify the relevant flasks or vials which
show illumination or excitation effects.

In the Skripal case, the applied Novichok agent was hidden in a perfume bottle, which
was discarded by the culprits. The bottle, which was later found by an unrelated civilian,
caused the only case-related casualty. In this case, the container was found outside the
perimeter. However, using this approach to screen such transparent containers at a crime
scene would easily indicate them as possible threats without having to open them.

4.3. Surface Tests

As already addressed in the introduction for FGAs, the hazard of direct contact or
ingestion is more relevant than inhalation. Therefore, the attack paths most likely will be
objects which may be touched or ingested by the victim. Substances could possibly be
deposited on items like door handles, light switches, car handles, or garden gates. If FGAs
are deposited at surfaces with hostile intent, the substances are expected to be applied in a
matter of hours prior. Because the detection was performed only minutes after depositing
the target substances at the respective surface, as of now, no information is available to
determine changes and or degradation over time. At this point, however, no major issues
are expected due to the initially stated substance properties of the FGAs, such as high
boiling points and low vapor pressures. The detection of some FGAs at exemplary surfaces
has been successfully demonstrated. Even though other substances showed responses as
well, the methodology allows fast identification of the relevant spots.

4.4. Cross-Contamination Check

During the intervention, the hands are prone to come in contact with contaminated
surfaces (touch, shift, open, operate, etc.). To overcome cross-contamination, the gloves
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should be changed often. A procedure to check for chemical contamination, especially
FGAs, would be a significant improvement for CBRN responders and HAZMAT personnel.
With the demonstrated approach, the visual detection of such chemicals is feasible, thereby
opening new engagement possibilities. It becomes possible to visualize the contaminated
surfaces and thus avoid any cross-contamination. Nevertheless, the methodology must be
applied with care, as some surfaces inhibit all visualization (e.g., absorbing surfaces such
as wood or carpet). This effect will be investigated in more detail in future experiments
involving hyperspectral imaging.

4.5. Safety Equipment

When working with strong light sources depending on the peak emission, wavelength
filter goggles should be worn to enable detectability by removing interfering fluorescence
as well as a safety measure for eye protection. For laser sources, certified safety goggles
and training are mandatory. In a CBRN environment, these safety procedures need to
be implemented together with CBRN protective equipment (respirator mask, protective
suit, etc.). Certified safety goggles compatible with some full-face respirator masks are
already available.

4.6. Forensic Exploitation

Contrary to other colorimetric optical detection approaches based on the acetylcholine
esterase enzyme inhibition properties, no liquid additives need to be used. Therefore,
no change, hampering, or destruction of forensic traces or collectible exploitable material
is anticipated.

This approach could also be used to assess if forensic traces present in a CBRN incident
are contaminated by hazardous materials. Procedures to handle such traces are still scarce
and limited to forensic laboratories with sufficient safety protocols to also handle CBRN
materials [34]. For crime scenes in CBRN-hazardous-environment, so far, viable screening
procedures exist only for radiological hazards. In those cases, the detection technologies
enable to distinguish between contaminated and not contaminated items and/or surfaces,
whereas no similar procedures are available for cases involving chemical or biological con-
tamination hazards. To address safety protocols for chemical and biological contamination,
decontamination procedures need to be applied. The use of most decontaminants will lead
to change, hampering, or even destruction of available forensic traces, therefore negatively
affecting the exploitation results [35]. For FGAs, the presented approach could be used
as an indicator if the trace of interest is contaminated or not, thereby providing a quick
screening option to prioritize scene exploitation and implementing safety procedures for
safe handling.

In a crime scene environment, forensic light sources are already used to illuminate
forensic traces. Therefore, some interferences in terms of body fluids (e.g., blood, semen)
are to be expected. However, also the spray pattern of the investigated substance needs
to be considered as an additional indicator. If, like in the Skripal case, a spray bottle is
used to deploy the FGA, the spray pattern will be similar to the application of substance 3
in Figure 5 and, therefore, most likely be discernable from biological traces. Thereby, we
demonstrate the utility of the approach to search for possible spots of relevant chemicals at
the crime scene.

5. Conclusions

In this work, an optical detection procedure for FGAs is presented. Based on handheld
forensic light sources, surface contamination with FGAs could be visualized. For the first
time, simple and fast on-scene management for suspected FGA incidents is enabled, and
CBRN consequence management can be expedited. By using this procedure, surfaces can
be screened rapidly to visualize the contamination by a FGA. Instead of investigating the
whole area, only particular parts of surfaces showing a light response need to be examined
by CBRN identification and sampling processes. Forensic traces without detection response
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could be handled and exploited with reduced or even without CBRN safety precautions.
Thereby operating time in a contaminated environment wearing full protective equipment
could be reduced significantly. The authors emphasize the fact that such an application
requires well-trained and experienced personnel.

Further research is planned, focusing on analyzing the full spectral response of FGAs
and other CWAs when applying different wavebands to further investigate and understand
the mechanism behind these findings. Additional work is also required to investigate
influences on the detectability of FGAs when more time (several hours) elapses between
deposition and detection. This approach may also be applicable to other materials such
as pharmaceutical-based agents (PBAs) or other Central Nervous System Acting Agents
problematic for CBRN or HAZMAT detection due to similar properties, such as low vapor
pressure or even biological substances.
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